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Global Economic Outlook 

• US economic growth rebounds in Q3 on 

trade, but demand is slowing: The U.S. economy 

rebounded strongly in the third quarter (growth rate 

of 2.6%) amid a shrinking trade deficit, but the data 

overstated the nation's economic health as domestic 

demand was the weakest in two years because of the 

Federal Reserve's aggressive interest rate hikes. 

• US Term Rates gain centrality as clamour for 

a soft landing grows: The Goldman Sachs Group 

economists said the U.S. Federal Reserve could bump 

up interest rates to as high as 5% by March 2023, 25 

basis points above its earlier predictions. Investors 

on the other hand hope that the Fed will react 

to softer economic data by easing up on their 

aggressive rate hikes. They project that the terminal 

rate will be achieved by May 2023 and is projected to 

be less than 5%. 

 
• Eurozones persisting inflation concerns: 

Inflation in the bloc is running at almost 10% and the 

European Central Bank just delivered its second 75 

bps rate increase to control price pressures. Like 

other big central banks, the ECB is hoping for signs 

that peak inflation is coming. That doesn't mean the 

danger is over and policymakers and markets will 

wait to see if underlying price pressures are 

broadening out. Core inflation, which strips out 

volatile food and energy prices, was at 6% in 

September - well above the ECB's 2% target. 

• The Bank of England looks set to raise rates by the 

most since 1989 on Thursday with a 75 bps 

increase baked into market expectations. 

• Australian inflation soars to a 32-year high in 
Q3 2022 as food and energy costs explode. 

Domestic Outlook 

• For first time, RBI’s rate-setting panel to 

report on failure to curb retail inflation: For 

the first time since the implementation of the 

monetary policy framework in 2016, the Reserve 

Bank will submit a report to the government on its 

failure to keep the retail inflation rate below six per 

cent for three consecutive quarters beginning 

January 2022. The monetary policy framework, 

which came into effect about six years ago, mandates 

the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to maintain retail 

inflation at 4 per cent with a margin of 2 per cent on 

either side. In case of failure to maintain the inflation 

target for three consecutive quarters, the central 

bank, under section 45ZN of the RBI Act, is required 

to submit a report to the government explaining the 

reasons and spelling out the remedial actions it 

would be taking to check the price rise and an 

estimate of the time-period within which the target 

may be achieved. The central bank has called a 

special meeting of the Monetary Policy Committee 

(MPC) on November 3, to prepare its report on 

missing inflation targets to the government. 

• Labour market and Consumer sentiment 

indicators signal optimism: For the week ended 

October 23, labour markets improved across rural 

and urban regions with the unemployment rate in 

both was around 6.8 per cent. The Labour 

Participation Rate (LPR) in rural India was higher at 

close to 41 per cent, while it was 36.7 per cent in 

urban India. Both are at levels close to those seen in 

September which was one of the best months for 

labour markets in India in a long time. 

• Similarly, CMIE’s Index of Consumer Sentiments 

(ICS) expanded by 5.7 per cent during the last week 

(23-28 October). This again, is a pretty sharp 

increase particularly since it comes on top of a 3.8 per 

cent increase recorded in the preceding week. The 

ICS touched 82.8 (base: 100 during September-

December 2015). This is its highest level in the period 

after the lockdowns began in March 2020. 

• Every component of the ICS pencilled an 

improvement. The most significant and relevant 

from the point of view of this being India’s biggest 

festive season was that the proportion of households 

who believed that this was a better time to buy 

consumer durables increased to a post-March 2020 

high of 17.6 per cent.  

https://www.reuters.com/markets/us/us-economic-growth-rebounds-q3-trade-demand-is-slowing-2022-10-27/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/ecb-hike-interest-rates-likely-trim-bank-subsidies-2022-10-26/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/ecb-hike-interest-rates-likely-trim-bank-subsidies-2022-10-26/
https://www.financialexpress.com/about/rbi/
https://www.financialexpress.com/about/rbi/
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• India's GDP growth to slow down to 6.1% in 

FY24-IMF: The International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) in its Regional Economic Outlook stated that 

India’s real GDP in 2022-23 is estimated to expand 

by 6.8 per cent owing to a weaker than expected 

recovery in the second quarter and subdued external 

demand. GDP growth is projected to moderate to 6.1 

per cent in 2023-24 as external demand and a 

tightening in monetary and financial conditions 

weigh on growth.  

Expert Insights 

• High inflation rate a result of exogenous 

price shocks: Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 

Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) member 

Shashanka Bhide believes that the elevated 

inflation rate in the last three quarters is mainly a 

consequence of the exogenous price shocks. He 

further stated that the inflationary pressures are 

high and it certainly is a test for India’s inflation 

targeting framework. It is important to take 

measures to limit the spill over of the price shocks 

to the rest of the economy. According to him, 

addressing this issue would require coordinated 

policy efforts, monetary policy and other economic 

policies. 

• As per Jaspreet Singh Arora, Chief 

Investment Officer, Research & Ranking, 

India’s interest rate trajectory has seen a more 

measured rise when compared to the US. Even 

when compared on a 5-year basis, India is yet to 

breach the interest rate peak whereas US is already 

past its 5 year peak. India’s underlying economy is 

exhibiting immense strength and ready for take-off, 

reflective in the bank credit growth at a decadal 

high, undeterred by the rising interest rates. The 

IMF in its latest report also hails India as being a 

bright spot in the global doom. 

• India has also managed its inflation way better than 

the US and is well-equipped to contain it within 

RBI’s set limits. The US on the other hand has a 

long way to go before it tames inflation. The lending 

rate comparison also puts India ahead of the US. 

The US have seen its US 30yr mortgage rates 

doubling and reaching highest levels since ’07, 

whereas India’s lending rates are not at alarming 

levels. 

• India govt 1-5 year bonds ripe for medium-

term gains –LIC MF: The one-year to five-year 

bonds are primed for medium-term gains at current 

levels and investors should lock in funds as per 

Marzban Irani, chief investment officer – debt at LIC 

Mutual Fund. As per Shri Irani, the short-end is 

already at its peak and is unlikely to rise from current 

levels. The rate hikes and tight liquidity conditions 

are already discounted, especially at the shorter end. 

It is also expected that central bank to pause after 35 

bps rate hike in December. 

 Interest Rate Outlook 

• Indian bond yields fall by 10 basis points: 

Indian government bond yields posted their first 

weekly drop in a holiday-truncated week, after rising 

for the last six, tracking a sharp decline in U.S. yields. 

The benchmark Indian 10-year government bond 

yield ended at 7.4161%. The yield fell 10 basis points 

(bps) for the week, when markets were shut on 

Monday and Wednesday for local holidays, after 

having risen an aggregate 35 bps in last six weeks. 

• Critical cues from global central banks 

meeting awaited:  
Indian government bond yields were marginally 

higher in early trades on Monday (31 October 2022), 

with markets awaiting critical cues from global 

central bank meetings during the week, especially of 

the United States and India. The Federal Reserve's 

policy decision is due on Wednesday (2 November), 

with broad expectations of another 75-bps rate hike, 

while future guidance and commentary will be key. 

Traders will also await the outcome of the Reserve 

Bank of India's monetary policy committee meeting 

on Thursday (3 November 2022). 

 Weekly Benchmark Bond Yield 
Movement (%) 

Date 24-
Oct 

25- 
Oct 

26-
Oct 

27- 
Oct 

28- 
Oct 

 
USA 10 
years 

4.24 4.10 4.00 3.92 4.01 

India 
10 
years 

- 7.44 - 7.41 7.42 

India 5 
years 

- 7.34 - 7.32 7.34 

India 3 
months 

- 6.30 - 6.35 6.42 

Source: CMIE, worldgovernmentbonds.com 

• For the week 31 October – 4 November, the 

benchmark bond yield movement will depend on 

the policy prescriptions by Fed and RBI during the 

week. 7.40% is expected to act as a bottom level for 

the 10 year bond. 


